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Note for Teachers 

Evans English Readers are carefully 
graded to practise and develop 
children's reading skills. Both 
vocabuluy and structures have been 
controll ed so as not to overload 
young children at any stage and to 
build up ~onfidence as well as 
enjoyment in reading. 

Too riJid a limitation of vocabulary. 
however. can deaden the pleasure of 
a story, ,,nd children are often able to 
tackle unknown words quite happily 

?rimw ir. ,ong i-:ong oy f\,;icias ?riniing imem.stional i..u:i. 

if they are in a context of familiar 
oner. In Evans English Readers. 
therdore. we have not hesitated to 
use ,.. number of words at each stage 
which may not be already known. 
Thete are listed at the back of the 
bool so that the teacheiS, if they 
wish may give their children special 
help with them. 

J.C. Gagg 
General Editor 



Here is my dog. 

He is a big dogR 

His name is tsiack ie. 



I am sitting on the grass. 

Blackie is sitting c.1n the giass. 
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Ola has a dog. 

He is a little dog. 

His name is Remi~ 

Here is Remi. 
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Aerni is playing. 

He is piaying in the field. · 
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Here is a bone in the field. 

It is a little bone. 

Hem1 likes a bone to eat. 

He can eat the little bone. 
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1 1 R R . I un, em1, run. 

Run anrl finrl the hone= 

Lije down! Remi. 

Lie down and eat the little bone." 
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Remi is eating the little bone. 

He is looking at the bone£ 
11 N Bl k• N fn _ o, oc ,e, _ o .. 
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1 ·Remi is a little dog. 

He has a little bone. 

---·""' ------

'f'ou are a big dog, Blackie. 

Ola is looking for a big bone." 
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Oia is iooking for d big bone 
for a big rJoa~ 
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''Here is a big bone. 

Come here, Blackie, come here I 
- - - -
Here 1s a big oone tor you .. 

It is a big bone for a big dog." 
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Blackie is running to Ola. 

O!a has the big bone. 
01.,.."k:_... : ......... , ............ :,_",_.,,,,. .......... 
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Blackie is looking at Ola. 

He is looking at the t°)ig bone. 

Remi is eatina the litde bone~ -
I- e 1s eating the bonE: 

on the grassc 
'I # . 
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Ola is giving the big bone 
to Blackie. 

''Here is the big bone, Blackie. 
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ana eat tne 01g oc.ne .. 

J~emi is eating the lit tle ~1one;" 



The dogs are on the grass 
in the field. 

The~ are eating bones. 

The jttle dog is eating 
a Httf e hone; 
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